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October 7, 2020 
 
The Honorable Steven Mnuchin 
Secretary 
U.S. Department of Treasury 
1500 Pennsylvania Avenue, N.W. 
Washington, DC 20220 
 
For Electronic Delivery 
 
Dear Secretary Mnuchin:    
 
The Mississippi Bankers Association (MBA) was organized in 1889, by a small group of Mississippi 
bankers.  Today our membership includes more than 85 financial institutions – almost every commercial 
bank that provides branch banking services in our state.  Our members were happy to hear your 
comments last week regarding potential administrative action to streamline PPP loan forgiveness for 
loans of $50,000 and less.  We commend you for the work you have done on this program and hope this 
letter will help you consider further loan forgiveness simplification for small borrowers.   
 
According to SBA’s published data, 48,545 PPP loans were made to Mississippi employers; most of these 
loans were made by local Mississippi banks.  PPP loans totaled more than $3.209 billion in Mississippi, 
not the largest total loan amount in the country, but more than the initial projections of eligible PPP 
covered payroll referenced in media reports.  Our banks were proud to make PPP loans and support local 
employers all around our state.  Mississippi banks focused on providing these loans to the thousands of 
“mom and pop” local businesses that collectively employ many Mississippians.  In fact, we believe that 
Mississippi’s average loan amount of $66,114 is likely the lowest average loan amount in the country, 
which shows our members’ collective commitment to originating small dollar PPP loans.   
 
While Mississippi’s economy is relatively small compared to other southern states, we believe that 
Mississippi’s banks “punch above their weight” in terms of regional impact.  Mississippi is home to four 
institutions with more than $10 billion in assets, and many of our banks branch out-of-state.  In fact, 
Mississippi-headquartered banks branch into 10 other southern states and MBA members originated PPP 
loans across the Southeast.  Clearly PPP forgiveness is important for in-state and out-of-state businesses 
that relied on Mississippi banks for PPP loans. 
 
Our members have closely followed your negotiations with Speaker Pelosi over the last few weeks, and 
they are encouraged that streamlined forgiveness of PPP loans of $150,000 or less, as considered by SB 
2117 and HR 7777, appears to be a policy objective that continues to receive bipartisan support.  We 
urge you to continue to work to include language from these bills in any PPP-related legislation that may 
yet move through Congress.   
  
While it is unfortunate that negotiations appear to have stalled for now, Mississippi bankers were glad to 
hear last week during the ICBA’s Virtual Leadership Meeting that the Treasury and SBA are considering 
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streamlining forgiveness of loans of less than $50,000 through administrative action.  Upon hearing this, 
we asked a representative group of Mississippi banks what percentage of their PPP loans are less than 
$50,000.  You can see that information below.  It is worth noting that Mississippi has the largest amount 
of CDFI banks in the country, and more than half of the banks chartered in Mississippi are CDFI-certified.  
CDFI banks are noted below.    
 

- $160M community bank in the Mississippi Delta (CDFI) – 92%  
- $134 M bank headquartered in southwest MS (CDFI) – 84%   
- $235 M bank based in northwest MS (CDFI) – 74%  
- $400 M community bank in Northeast MS (CDFI) – 80% 
- $650 M community bank in central Mississippi (CDFI) – 70% 
- $1B bank based in the Mississippi delta that branches into Memphis (CDFI) – 75%  
- $5B regional bank operating in 5 states headquartered in South MS (CDFI) – 68%  
- $13 B regional bank operating in 7 states headquartered in North MS – 65%  

 
The examples listed above are a good representative sample of all of PPP loans originated by Mississippi 
commercial banks.  It is clear from this data that administratively streamlining PPP forgiveness for loans 
of less than $50,000 would substantially assist lenders in Mississippi and the small businesses that they 
have worked so hard to support through this program.  Should your agency issue a streamlined 
forgiveness process for loans of less than $50,000, you would clearly be providing much needed relief to 
a majority of PPP borrowers that received loans from most banks in Mississippi, and we encourage you to 
act soon.   
 
The current forgiveness system is overly complicated, confuses small borrowers, and puts a large 
administrative burden on lenders.  We encourage you to take any steps possible to simplify the 
forgiveness process.  As you consider streamlining forgiveness of loans of less than $50,000, we suggest 
that a simple, single-page, borrower attestation be implemented to reduce borrower and lender 
confusion.  This would greatly reduce the time constraints that forgiveness applications are imposing on 
local banks and will help small business owners continue the work of maintaining jobs by eliminating a 
truly onerous paperwork burden.   
 
Thank you for your consideration and we hope you find this information helpful. Thank you for all you are 
doing to move our country through the economic challenges this virus has created.    
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 
 
Gordon W. Fellows 
President & CEO 
   
 
CC: Members of the Mississippi Congressional Delegation  


